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FALL ON ICE—ICE FOOTHOLD CAME OFF, ICE TOOLS CAME OUT, WEATHER 
Colorado, Rocky Mountain National Park, Hidden Falls
On January 10, Steven Crane (57) was leading Main Falls Center I WI 
4 (one pitch, 80 feet) when he fell about 30 feet. He had placed three ice 
screws prior to the fall. As he moved further on the upper column, he was 
sprayed by water coming off the right side of the falls. According to local 
sources, it had been a wetter than normal year at Hidden Falls.

Crane was wearing prescription glasses,which became all wet and fogged. 
He said that he eventually had no vision at all and began climbing by feel. The 
belayer said that Crane was within reaching distance of the top and approxi
mately ten feet above his last screw when he stopped to place a final screw. As 
he was attempting to place the screw, he lost his left crampon placement when 
a piece of ice supporting the left foot popped off. His left tool placement then 
failed and he bam-doored out. Unable to recover, he then lost his right tool 
placement and fell upside down. His right crampon temporarily hung up and 
caused him a minor ankle injury prior to coming out.

He yelled while falling and never lost consciousness. He impacted the right 
side of his back against vertical ice of the upper column and came to a stop above 
the sloping ledge area. The belayer lowered him to the base of the route and 
began medical and rescue procedures with the aid of the other two ice climbers. 
Park personnel and volunteers responded to complete the rescue.
Analysis
Objective hazards are an integral part of ice climbing. Some hazards, such 
as breakage of ice holds and dislodging of loose ice, are routinely expected. 
Other hazards, such as the open spray of water at the top of a normally 
dry route, may be more of a surprise. The assessment of objective hazards 
and changing conditions is generally much more serious for an ice climb
ing leader than for a sport rock climb leader, hence the longer time that 
it generally takes for one to develop good lead ice climbing skills. Visual 
inspection of an ice route may or may not reveal all of the possible hazards. 
When the lead ice climber in this incident recognized that the water spray 
was becoming an obvious hazard, he had two choices: he could either lower 
off from his last placement after supplementing it with an additional ice 
screw (and then retrieve his gear on top-rope), or he could lead through 
the hazard. There is no right or wrong choice, but there are always possible 
negative consequences to either choice. Had he decided to lower off, his 
highest anchor may have failed before he could have supplemented it. The 
negative consequence of leading through was unfortunately the incident that
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occurred here. He made a reasonable choice and failed, but he may have 
just as easily succeeded had the ice supporting his left crampon not broken 
off. This is both the beauty and the ugliness inherent to ice climbing.

There were possible mitigating measures he could have chosen once he 
realized that his vision was impaired and he stopped to place an ice screw. First, 
when placing an ice screw, the leader should make absolutely sure that s/he has 
the best possible stance and tool placements. In this case, he was on the stance 
for some time before the ice failed, so the stance is not the most significant issue. 
Second, if a lead ice climber is making a placement due to some compromised 
situation, such as the fogged glasses, there are some things which can help with 
completing the placement. Possibilities that experienced ice climbers have 
employed upon finding themselves in a similar situation have been to: 1) keep 
a “panic piece” 17cm ice screw, well sharpened and silicone-oiled, closest to 
reach on the climber’s rack (some climbers even have a piece just held on with 
Velcro that they can rip off the front of their rack); 2) catch a loop of rope over 
the top of a securely-planted ice ax as a temporary belay whereas the belayer 
could tighten up on the leader and allow for the placement of protection; 3) 
attach an ice tool to the harness of the leader with a fifi hook or carabiner to 
allow the leader to place protection; or 4) place a temporary fast piece of protec
tion such as a spectre to allow the placement of a better piece. (Source: From 
a report submitted by Jim Detterline and Rich Perch, Park Rangers in Rocky 
Mountain National Park, and personal communication with local climbers)


